
 

6. STK Goričan - Table Tennis Open 
tournament 

Propositions for the table tennis tournament 

Organizer - The tournament is organized by "STK Goričan". 

 

Venue and time 

The tournament will be held on Saturday, October 08, 2022. starting at 09:00 am in the sports hall of 
Goričan Elementary School - Školska 16A in Goričan 40324 - Međimurje. (Gathering from 08.00am) 
 

Categories 
Singles - Group Playing continues to a cup system 

a) seniors at 09:15h 
b) 40 - 49 g. at 09:15h 
c) 50 - 59 g. at 09:15h 
d) 60 - 64 g. at 09:15h 
e) 65 - 69 g. at 09:15h 
f) 70 - 74 g. at 09:15h 
g) 75 - 79 g. at 09:15h 
 
Absolute Consolation Category - The Cup system played immediately  
h) all players together seniors and veterans without age limit   at 12: 00h 
 
Couples – mixed couples immediately play the cup system without the consolation part 
i) all players together without age limit      at 13:00 h 
  

Competition rules 

This is an open table tennis tournament. All registered and unregistered players have the right to 
perform. Veterans can compete in their age category and in the doubles category (one entry fee for 
all). If there are not enough competitors in a category, they join the younger category. Players who do 
not pass the group plays the consolation part, while couples do not have a comforting part. In the 
individual part of the competition, the competitors will be sorted by groups, where everyone meets 
with each, and the first two from each group continue the competition with the classic KO system. It is 
played with DHS D40 + plastic balls. Given the size of the hall, it is played on 12 tables. Drawing at 
08:45h on the spot. 
The organizer will determine the holders according to the following criteria: 
1. Ranking list of HSTS, MSTS, Sokaz, ... 
2. The personal evaluation of the Chief Justice 
All matches will be played in 3 sets won. The tournament will be played in accordance with the 
provisions of the Competition System Regulations and the HSTS Competition Organization Regulations. 
Players are at their own risk, and it is therefore recommended that they have a medical examination 
before the tournament. 
 

 



Tournament registration 

Entries to the tournament are received up to half an hour before the start of the tournament either 
directly on site or by email: 

 josip.duran@gmail.com 

or to phone number 

 099 211 7797 Josip Đuran 

 

Prizes: For the four first-ranked players in each category, the organizer provided cups and for the best 
in consolation tournament also cup, while in couples category medals are provided. 

At the end of the tournament, a party with live music and a lottery is planned with the drawing of 

sponsor prizes for the present participants. 

 
The entry fee for the tournament is HRK 100.00 (EUR 13) and in addition to playing it includes drink, 
lunch, and cakes (11:00 - 12:00), 
and is paid to the organizer before the start of the tournament. 
 
Registration on the day of the tournament is HRK 120.00 (EUR 16). 

 

We hope that with your arrival you will promote this sport, have a pleasant time together and that 

you will make new table tennis friends ;-) 


